IDEAL FOR REDUCING COSTS, IMPROVING EFFICIENCY AND ENSURING SECURITY FOR YOUR ONSITE AND MOBILE WORKFORCE

Hosted Exchange 2010 is an email application service based on Microsoft Exchange Server that helps deliver the protection corporations demand and the anywhere access employees want. Hostway handles setup, provisioning, ongoing maintenance and upgrades of the Exchange Server Infrastructure, reducing workload on your IT resources and enabling you to focus on your core strategic initiatives.

THE BENEFITS OF HOSTED EXCHANGE ARE CLEAR

COST REDUCTION
A hosted version of Exchange 2010 allows you to lower Total Cost of Ownership by using Hostway's hardware, infrastructure, and personnel.

EFFICIENCY
Collaborate more efficiently on projects through the ability to share calendars, tasks and important contacts. Use the shared folders like a virtual message board, promoting more efficient teamwork.

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE ACCESS
Exchange 2010 allows everyone on your team to access their data and communications from any Internet connection or on their mobile device.

SECURITY
Hostway's Exchange hosting ensures the safety of the information on your desktop through encryption and other security measures but also includes mobile safety measures such as “remote device wipe” for lost or stolen mobile devices.

IN-HOUSE IT REDUCTION
Hostway’s team of IT professionals work around the clock managing your Exchange services, so you don’t have to!

QUICK AND EASY IMPLEMENTATION
Our onboarding team can have your email up and running within minutes of signing up.

HOSTWAY HOSTED EXCHANGE 2010 INCLUDES:

- 24/7 live support
- No long-term contract
- Nightly backups
- 25GB mailbox storage
- Hybrid option to reduce costs
- Optional archiving and retention
- Ability for admins to easily delegate permissions
- Outlook 2010
- McAfee spam and virus filtering
- ActiveSync
WHAT CAN EXCHANGE 2010 DO FOR YOU?

EMAIL
- Anywhere access - Your team can stay connected at all times through Outlook, Outlook Web Access (OWA), and mobile devices (ActiveSync/BES)
- Unlimited email addresses
- Large disk space per mailbox - Never have to delete important emails from your inbox
- Ability to send files up to 1GB - Fast, easy and secure feature for sending large files up to 1GB by email. GigaMail offers optional password protection and SSL encryption.
- Safe and secure email retrieval - RPC over HTTPS, MAPI, POP3, HTTPS and IMAP are all available email protocols

CALENDAR AND CONTACTS
- Shared distribution lists - Global Address and Distribution Lists allow you to store company contacts and share with everyone on the roster
- Shared calendars - See when team members are available for meetings
- Task management - Create, assign and delegate tasks among your team

PRODUCTIVITY
- Delegated permissions - Allow permissions based on job function without giving users access to the entire Exchange management interface
- Reduced help desk calls - Enable users to manage distribution lists, track messages, and edit personal information

SECURITY
- Secure connection - Exchange's default connection to Outlook (RPC over HTTPS) creates a secure connection between your Outlook client and the Exchange server, meeting and surpassing the most pressing security requirements
- Virus filtering - McAfee spam and virus filtering system comes standard with every mailbox.

One of the Better Decisions We Made
We debated about managing Microsoft Exchange in-house or having a hosting provider do it for us. Deciding to outsource our Microsoft Exchange to Hostway was definitely one of the better business decisions we have made.

Brian Kim,
Greenbelt Capital Management

BY THE NUMBERS...

Hostway process more than 76 million emails every day.

Over 7,000 businesses use Hostway’s Exchange, and over 600,000 businesses trust Hostway services
### HOW HOSTWAY COMPARES

#### IN-HOUSE SOLUTIONS

**Strain on budget:**
- Thousands of immediate out-of-pocket expenses
- Unpredictable ongoing cost of management and upgrades

**Time-consuming deployment and complex installation process.**

**Costly new hiring and training of dedicated personnel.**

**High-Maintenance:**
- Delay in upgrades
- Overworked IT staff cannot always resolve issues
- Difficult to handle technical issues in a timely manner

**Hard to deploy additional features**, such as antispam/antivirus solutions and mobile services due to the lack of:
- Technical Expertise
- Allocated budget resources

**Workers’ productivity suffers** dramatically if older version of Exchange is still running in-house.

**High traffic volume generated by spam** messages strains network and burdens end user.

You own and maintain the hardware and software (apply depreciation).

#### OUTSOURCE WITH HOSTWAY

**Savings:**
- Hostway guides you through migrating your existing email accounts to our Exchange Server
- Ongoing cost are predefined and easy to budget
- Hostway installs all upgrades and patches for no extra charge

**Exchange mailbox setup is fast and our mailboxes are ready to use the next day.**

**Lower cost of management and operations:**
- No need for new IT hires
- Existing IT staff can focus on business-strategic areas

**World-Class Service:**
- Fast and timely upgrades
- Quality of service guaranteed by SLA
- Solid backup and monitoring procedures
- Help Desk available 24 / 7 / 365

**Solutions are available right away**, and the price is very reasonable.

**Exchange 2010 top-level features** significantly increase workers’ productivity.

**Overall traffic is reduced** — spam is filtered on the server level before it reaches your network.

You don’t own or maintain the hardware.

---

Say YES to Hosted Exchange 2010 from Hostway – Say NO to the headache of managing it in house!